
Resources for Courses

Equality
Equityvs

A simple exercise for students 
to match up the definitions and 
scenarios to either ‘Equality’ or 
to ‘Equity’.  



Treating people fairly.
Takes into account 

individual 
circumstances.

Individuals are paid 
according to the 

demand for their skills
and talents.

Vertical: Treating 
individuals in different 

income groups 
in a different way.

Horizontal: Treating all
individuals in the same

income group in the
same way.

Progressive 
income tax.

Means tested benefits.
Top consultant 

surgeons are paid 
high salaries.

Unskilled workers 
are paid the minimum

wage.

Women rarely fight on
the front line during

wars.
Social housing 

provision.
Redistribution 

of wealth.

Health and safety 
regulation ensuring 
disabled access to 

premises.

Removal of the pay 
gap between men 

and women.

Student and OAP 
concessions for 

ticket prices.

Treating people 
as equals.

Equal apportionment,
exact division.

Individuals are paid
equally regardless of

skills or ability.

Individual needs or 
skills are not 

acknowledged by the
taxation system.

Used in command 
economy systems.

Employers may not treat
women differently from
men in terms of pay or

promotion.
Symbols of religious 

worship should either 
be allowed for all, 

or for none.

A government benefit
available to all, 

regardess of income.

Access to health care
free at the point of 

consumption regardless
of income.

Access to education 
free at the point of 

consumption regardless
of income.

Everybody over 
the age of 18 has 
a political vote.

Freedom of speech.

Absence of 
discrimination Equal opportunities Existence of property

rights.



Treating people fairly.
Takes into account 

individual 
circumstances.

Individuals are paid 
according to the demand 
for their skills and talents.

Vertical: Treating individuals 
in different income groups 

in a different way.

Horizontal: Treating all 
individuals in the same income

group in the same way.
Progressive income tax.

Means tested benefits. Top consultant surgeons 
are paid high salaries.

Unskilled workers are 
paid the minimum wage.

Women rarely fight on the 
front line during wars. Social housing provision. Redistribution of wealth.

Health and safety regulation
ensuring disabled access 

to premises.
Removal of the pay gap 

between men and women.
Student and OAP 

concessions for ticket 
prices.

Treating people as equals. Equal apportionment, 
exact division.

Individuals are paid equally 
regardless of skills or ability.

Individual needs or skills 
are not acknowledged by 

the taxation system.
Used in command 
economy systems.

Employers may not treat
women differently from men 
in terms of pay or promotion.

Symbols of religious worship
should either be allowed for 

all, or for none.

A government benefit 
available to all, regardess 

of income.

Access to health care free 
at the point of consumption 

regardless of income.

Access to education free 
at the point of consumption 

regardless of income.

Everybody over the age of 
18 has a political vote. Freedom of speech.

Absence of discrimination Equal opportunities Existence of property rights.
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